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The challenge
Faced with inventory challenges, the team at Signature Mazda was 
looking for a new media-based solution to increase the number of 
qualified web form leads generated by their dealership's website 
and generate more in-store traffic. 

The approach
To increase overall conversions, Signature Mazda agreed to test 
something new. They reallocated budgets from less performant 
media and repurposed existing creative assets from Search, Video, 
and Display campaigns to quickly launch their first Performance 
Max campaign. As part of that campaign, they implemented a 
Maximize Conversions bidding strategy to drive conversion actions 
most aligned with their marketing objectives: store visits and web 
form leads. 

The results
Adding Performance Max into their media plan resulted in an 
impressive 245% increase in total conversions, 58% decrease in 
cost per conversion, and 108% increase in conversion rate for 
Signature Mazda when looking at Performance Max and Search 
campaigns - which were initially driving most conversions - 
combined. Due to the solid results of embracing automation across 
Google properties, they have deployed Performance Max as an 
always-on, evergreen strategy.

Partnering with 360.Agency

Signature Mazda worked with their Premier Partner, 360.Agency, an 
automotive agency in Canada. They developed a personalized 
strategy according to their budget, market, and business objectives. 
360.Agency Advertising Operations strategist set up campaigns for 
success. It helped Signature Mazda understand conversion actions 
to optimize with Performance Max and how automation can help 
reach the dealership's goals.
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“When our media director presented us with 
Performance Max, we decided to test its 
effectiveness in increasing our dealership visits 
and quickly generating leads on the website. 
Following his recommendations, we 
transferred part of our advertising budget to 
this new type of campaign to test by 
specifically optimizing towards the proper 
conversions. The results were immediate; we 
saw the number of online forms and walk-ins 
increase significantly quickly after the 
campaign went live. So we're continuing with 
this strategy for the next few months."
— Marko Joannou, Dealer Principal 
@ Signature Mazda
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